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COVID‐19

:   coronavirus disease 2019

COPD

:   chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

SARS‐CoV‐2

:   severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2

MINORS

:   methodological index nonrandomized studies

OR

:   pooled odds ratio

1. BACKGROUND {#jmv25889-sec-0010}
=============

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‐19) is now a declared pandemic caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2).[^1^](#jmv25889-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [^2^](#jmv25889-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Due to its extremely high infectivity, COVID‐19 has caused over 292 142 infections and 12 784 deaths worldwide as of 22 March 2020 (World Health Organization coronavirus disease situation reports).[^3^](#jmv25889-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}

SARS‐CoV‐2 primarily invades the pulmonary alveolar epithelial cells. Although most infections with SARS‐CoV‐2 are thought to be subclinical or mildly symptomatic, it may result in acute respiratory distress syndrome and occasionally into multiorgan failure.[^4^](#jmv25889-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [^5^](#jmv25889-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} The impact of underlying respiratory compromises, such as the presence of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) or ongoing smoking history on the clinical manifestation and course of SARS‐CoV‐2 infection, is uncertain. A large case series reporting the clinical characteristics and outcomes of patients with COVID‐19 from China have reported a higher prevalence of COPD in patients with severe presentation and worse outcomes.[^6^](#jmv25889-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} The same case series also reported a higher prevalence of active smokers in severe COVID‐19.[^6^](#jmv25889-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} A recent meta‐analysis, however, failed to demonstrate any correlation between ongoing smoking history and the severity of COVID‐19.[^7^](#jmv25889-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} The results of a meta‐analysis are dependent on the studies included, sample size and frequency of events. A large number of COVID‐19 related studies, case reports, and case series are reported in native Chinese languages. A meta‐analysis that includes published Chinese literature regarding COVID‐19 is likely to improve on the conclusions by increasing the sample size and the number of events. We conducted this meta‐analysis by including both English and Chinese language published literature to explore the impact of underlying respiratory illness and smoking history on the severity of COVID‐19 manifestations.

2. METHODS {#jmv25889-sec-0020}
==========

2.1. Literature search and selection {#jmv25889-sec-0030}
------------------------------------

A comprehensive systematic literature search of online databases including PubMed, Web of Science, Cochrane, WanFang Database, and CNKI from December 2019 to 22 March 2020 to identify all reported case studies in Chinese and English languages was carried out. The WanFang and CNKI databases are Chinese databases available online which can be used to find full‐text articles. The following terms and their relative variants were used for the literature search: "Covid‐19" or "2019 novel coronavirus infection" or "coronavirus disease 2019" or "2019 novel coronavirus disease" or "coronavirus 2019" or "2019‐nCoV" or "SARS‐CoV‐2" or "COVID19" or "coronavirus disease‐19."

The titles, abstracts, and full text of all documents identified according to this search strategy were then screened by two investigators (MM and QZ). The reference list of each review and the original article was then reviewed for identifying other eligible reports. The criteria for the studies to be included in the meta‐analysis were as follows: studies presenting data on COPD or smoking history in COVID‐19 cases with or without severe presentation. As the very definition of severity of COVID‐19 was not consistent across included studies, for this meta‐analysis, we defined severe COVID‐19 as COVID‐19 diagnosed according to the guidance issued by the Chinese National Health Committee along with either the requirement of intensive care/mechanical ventilation or resulting in death by bias risk assessment

All the search results were evaluated according to the methodological index nonrandomized studies (MINORS) statement. MINORS statement includes the following items: a clearly stated aim, the inclusion of consecutive patients, prospective collection of data, endpoints appropriate to the aim of the study, unbiased assessment of the study endpoint, follow‐up period appropriate to the aim of the study, loss to follow up less than 5%, and prospective calculation of the study size. The items were scored "0" if it was not reported, "1" if it was reported but inadequate, "2" if reported and adequate.

2.2. Data extraction and quality assessment {#jmv25889-sec-0040}
-------------------------------------------

Data extraction and the evaluation of literature quality were conducted independently by two investigators (MM and QZ). Microsoft Excel database was created to record the available information including baseline details and the rate of development of severe COVID‐19 in patients with different respiratory conditions. Any disagreement was resolved by another investigator (SL).

2.3. Statistical analysis of data {#jmv25889-sec-0050}
---------------------------------

Microsoft Excel was used to analyze the clinical symptoms and laboratory results. Meta‐analysis was carried out using R‐software (version 3.6.3, available on <https://www.r-project.org>). Heterogeneity among studies was tested using the Cochran *χ* ^2^ test and *I* ^*2*^. When *I* ^*2*^ was less than 50%, a fixed‐effects model was used, and when *I* ^*2*^ was more than 50%, a random‐effects model was used. Sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the source of heterogeneity by excluding one study at a time. After excluding significant clinical heterogeneity, the random‐effects model was used for meta‐analysis. Funnel plot and Egger test were used to detect any publication bias. A *P* value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. RESULTS {#jmv25889-sec-0060}
==========

3.1. Research selection and quality assessment {#jmv25889-sec-0070}
----------------------------------------------

On the basis of predefined search strategy, a total of 2472 studies were found in the five online databases as described above. After removing the duplicate records, 1596 articles were obtained. Besides, another 1544 articles were excluded as they were not relevant to current meta‐analysis. Full texts of the remaining 48 articles were then assessed for eligibility, 37 of which were removed for various reasons. Eventually 11 articles (1 in Chinese and 10 in English)[^6^](#jmv25889-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [^8^](#jmv25889-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [^9^](#jmv25889-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [^10^](#jmv25889-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [^11^](#jmv25889-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [^12^](#jmv25889-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [^13^](#jmv25889-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [^14^](#jmv25889-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [^15^](#jmv25889-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [^16^](#jmv25889-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} were included in the analysis (Figure [1](#jmv25889-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The patient characteristics and demographic data of the included studies are shown in Table [1](#jmv25889-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. All the reported and thus included studies were case series, sample size calculation was not relevant. The follow‐up period was either not or inadequately reported in most studies. The overall quality of available literature was moderate with MINORS scores ranging from 10 to 13. The quality of the included articles is evaluated and shown in Table S1.

![A flow diagram of literature screening](JMV-9999-na-g001){#jmv25889-fig-0001}

###### 

Characteristics and demographic data of the included studies

  Author                                            Year       Origin         Language   Outcome                                                         Mean age, y   Male (n) (%)   Severe cases/total cases (%)   Severe cases in smoke/total cases of smoke (%)   Severe cases in COPD/total cases of COPD (%)
  ------------------------------------------------- ---------- -------------- ---------- --------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- -------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------
  Chen[^16^](#jmv25889-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}    2020       Chongqing      Chinese    Severe COVID‐19[^a^](#jmv25889-tbl1-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}   45.33         76 (54.68%)    31/139                         3/14                                             Not report
  (22.30%)                                          (21.43%)                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Guan[^6^](#jmv25889-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}     2020       30 provinces   English    ICU, or mechanical ventilation, or death                        46.67         459 (58.12%)   67/1099                        17/137                                           7/12 (58.33%)
  (6.10%)                                           (12.41%)                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Gao[^15^](#jmv25889-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}     2020       Anhui          English    Severe COVID‐19[^a^](#jmv25889-tbl1-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}   44.08         26 (60.47%)    15/43                          Not report                                       3/8 (37.50%)
  (34.88%)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  Huang[^8^](#jmv25889-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}    2020       Wuhan          English    ICU                                                             49.33         30 (73.17%)    13/41                          0/3                                              1/1 (100%)
  (31.71%)                                          (0.00%)                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Liu[^17^](#jmv25889-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}     2020       Wuhan          English    Disease progression                                             42.67         39 (50.00%)    11/78                          3/5                                              1/2 (50.00%)
  (14.10%)                                          (60.00%)                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Liu[^9^](#jmv25889-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}      2020       Shenzhen       English    Mechanical ventilation                                          53.67         8 (66.67%)     3/12                           Not report                                       1/1 (100.00%)
  (25.00%)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  Wang[^10^](#jmv25889-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}    2020       Wuhan          English    ICU                                                             55.33         75 (54.35%)    36/138                         Not report                                       3/4 (75.00%)
  (26.09%)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  Wang[^14^](#jmv25889-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}    2020       Wuhan          English    Severe COVID‐19[^a^](#jmv25889-tbl1-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}   46.33         32 (46.38%)    14/69                          Not report                                       2/4 (50.00%)
  (20.29%)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  Yang[^11^](#jmv25889-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}    2020       Wuhan          English    Death                                                           59.7          35 (66.67%)    32/52                          0/2                                              2/4 (50.00%)
  (61.54)                                           (0.00%)                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Zhou[^12^](#jmv25889-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}    2020       Wuhan          English    Death                                                           56.33         119 (62.30%)   54/191                         5/11                                             4/6 (66.67%)
  (28.27%)                                          (45.45%)                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Zhang[^13^](#jmv25889-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}   2020       Wuhan          English    Severe COVID‐19[^a^](#jmv25889-tbl1-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}   56.33         71 (50.71%)    58/14                          6/9                                              2/2 (100.00%)
  (41.43%)                                          (66.67%)                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Abbreviations: COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; COVID‐19, coronavirus disease 2019; ICU, intensive care unit; SARS‐CoV‐2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2.

Severe cases are diagnosed according to the defined according to the diagnostic and treatment guideline for SARS‐CoV‐2 issued by Chinese National Health Committee, which are: respiratory distress with respiratory frequency ≥ 30/min; (b) pulse oximeter oxygen saturation ≤ 93% at rest; and (c) oxygenation index (artery partial pressure of oxygen/inspired oxygen fraction, PaO~2~/FiO~2~) ≤ 300 mm Hg.
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3.2. Clinical data {#jmv25889-sec-0080}
------------------

Pooling the clinical data of the 11 studies included in this meta‐analysis resulted in a total of 2002 patients and 334 meetings the definition of severe COVID‐19. Out of the 11 studies, 1 study reported only on the smoking history,[^16^](#jmv25889-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} and 4 others reported only on the presence of COPD.[^9^](#jmv25889-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [^10^](#jmv25889-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [^14^](#jmv25889-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [^15^](#jmv25889-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} The rest of the studies reported both, the smoking history and the presence of COPD. Other respiratory ailments, such as asthma, bronchiectasis, or interstitial lung disease, were not documented in the included literature. The original data were presented as the prevalence of COPD or smoking history in severe or not severe patients. To better visualize the risk, we converted the dataset to present the data as the incidence of severe COVID‐19 in patients with pre‐existing COPD or with a history of smoking.

3.3. Pre‐existing COPD and the severity of COVID‐19 {#jmv25889-sec-0090}
---------------------------------------------------

A total of 10 studies were included in the analysis[^6^](#jmv25889-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [^8^](#jmv25889-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [^9^](#jmv25889-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [^10^](#jmv25889-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [^11^](#jmv25889-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [^12^](#jmv25889-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [^13^](#jmv25889-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [^14^](#jmv25889-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [^15^](#jmv25889-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [^17^](#jmv25889-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} to determine the effect of pre‐existing COPD on the severity of COVID‐19, as 1 of the studies did not report on the prevalence of COPD in their patient population. The pooled odds ratio (OR) of COPD for the development of severe COVID‐19 is summarized in Figure [2A](#jmv25889-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, which shows that the presence of COPD is associated with a nearly fourfold higher risk of developing severe COVID‐19 (fixed‐effects model; OR = 4.38; 95% confidence interval \[CI\]: 2.34‐8.20), heterogeneity among the different studies being moderate (*I* ^*2*^ = 41%; *P* = .08). Sensitivity analysis showed that the results were not affected by any individual study. Publication bias, as accessed by funnel plot (Figure [2B](#jmv25889-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) and Egger\'s test, showed no publication bias in this analysis (*P* for Egger\'s test was 0.5492).

![Forest plot and funnel plot of all outcomes](JMV-9999-na-g002){#jmv25889-fig-0002}

3.4. Pre‐existing COPD and mortality {#jmv25889-sec-0100}
------------------------------------

Only two of the included studies reported the association between death and pre‐existing COPD.[^11^](#jmv25889-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [^12^](#jmv25889-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Death was reported in 6 of 10 (60%) of patients with COPD and 80 of 233 (34.3%) of non‐COPD patients. The pooled OR of COPD for death was 1.93 (95%CI: 0.59‐7.43); however, the heterogeneity in this analysis (*I* ^*2*^ = 61%; *P* = .11) was quite high.

3.5. Smoking history and the severity of COVID‐19 {#jmv25889-sec-0110}
-------------------------------------------------

Seven studies reported the relationship between active smoking and the severity of COVID‐19.[^6^](#jmv25889-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [^8^](#jmv25889-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [^11^](#jmv25889-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [^12^](#jmv25889-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [^13^](#jmv25889-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [^16^](#jmv25889-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [^17^](#jmv25889-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} The exact duration of smoking was not reported in most studies. The pooled OR is summarized in Figure [2C](#jmv25889-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, which shows that smoking increases the risk of severe COVID‐19 (fixed‐effects model; OR = 1.98; 95% CI: 1.29‐3.05) by around twofolds. The heterogeneity among the different studies was moderate (*I* ^*2*^ = 44%; *P* = .10). Sensitivity analysis by excluding each study one by one showed that the study from Guan[^6^](#jmv25889-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} was a major source of heterogeneity. After excluding this study, the effect of smoking on the severity of COVID‐19 became insignificant with the OR of 1.55 (95% CI: 0.83‐ 2.87). Egger\'s test (*P* = .3244 \> .1) and the funnel plot indicated no publication bias inside this study (Figure [2D](#jmv25889-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

3.6. Subgroup analysis {#jmv25889-sec-0120}
----------------------

As the reported endpoints varied between including literatures, a subgroup analysis was performed to find out the impact of different endpoints on the effect of COPD or smoking on COVID‐19. As shown in Figure [3A](#jmv25889-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, pre‐existing COPD is significantly associated with mechanical ventilation, requirement ICU or death (random‐effects model; OR = 6.44; 95% CI: 1.85‐22.46). However, when the endpoint was defined as severe COVID‐19 or disease progression, the subgroup analysis showed the effect of pre‐existing COPD on COVID‐19 was no longer significant (Figure [3B](#jmv25889-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, fixed‐effects model; OR = 2.63; 95% CI: 0.93‐7.43). The smoking history was not related to the severity of COVID‐19 in either of the subgroups (Figure [3C,D](#jmv25889-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Subgroup analysis for the impact of COPD and smoking histology on the severity of COVID‐19. CI, confidence interval; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; COVID‐19, coronavirus disease 2019; ICU, intesive care unit; OR, odds ratio](JMV-9999-na-g003){#jmv25889-fig-0003}

4. DISCUSSION {#jmv25889-sec-0130}
=============

This meta‐analysis which includes studies on SARS‐CoV‐2 infection from December 2019 to 22 March 2020, published in either English or Chinese language, shows that the pre‐existing COPD has a fourfold increased risk of developing severe COVID‐19. Active smoking although increased the risk of severe COVID‐19, the result was heavily influenced by one study[^6^](#jmv25889-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} and after removing the study from analysis association between active smoking and severe COVID‐19 was found to be nonsignificant.

COPD is characterized by chronic inflammation of the large (central) airways, small (peripheral) bronchioles, and destruction of lung parenchyma. The functional consequence of these abnormalities is expiratory airflow limitation.[^18^](#jmv25889-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Pathogenic infections are a common cause of acute exacerbation of COPD, which can result in respiratory failure in many patients.[^19^](#jmv25889-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} The clinical symptomatology of COVID‐19 and acute exacerbation of COPD is difficult to differentiate which may potentially result in delayed or inappropriate medical intervention. It is, thus, not surprising to find a worse prognosis of COVID‐19 in patients with COPD. The result of this meta‐analysis, which was stable on sensitivity analysis, confirms that the risk of severe COVID‐19 in a patient with pre‐existing COPD was four folds higher than in patients without COPD. In subgroup analysis, this effect remained statistically significant in the subgroup of those death or ICU requirements. These findings highlight the importance of strict control of COVID‐19 spread and an urgent need for mitigation strategies in patients with pre‐existing COPD.

The impact of active, ongoing smoking on COVID‐19 progression is controversial. Lippi et al[^7^](#jmv25889-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} showed that active smoking was not associated with the severity of COVID‐19, which is contrary to our conclusion. The results of our study show that active smoking increases the risk of developing severe COVID‐19 by around two folds.

However, in the subgroup analysis, this effect was no longer significant in either subgroup. The weight of a single study on the overall sample size could be a possible explanation. When the study with the largest sample size was excluded from sensitivity analysis, the effect of smoking on the severity of COVID‐19 was no longer significant. Another possible explanation is that most studies did not differentiate between current and ex‐smokers except for the study from Guan et al.[^6^](#jmv25889-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} In addition, smoking duration was not reported in all available, included studies. It is well‐known that cessation of smoking improves pulmonary function; however, this benefit is less among older smokers due to the cumulative injury to lung over a prolonged period of time.[^20^](#jmv25889-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} These results indicate a complicated relationship between smoking history and the severity of COVID‐19.

One of the important limitations of our study is that all the included studies were case series; however, due to the rapid spread of COVID‐19, randomized controlled trial or prospective studies have not been possible so far. Even though all the literature included in this study were case series, the heterogeneity in terms of the impact of COPD in COVID‐19 was relatively low, and the sensitivity analysis showed that the results were stable without any publication bias. The impact of ongoing and ex‐smoking remains an area of further evaluation. Although a majority of the included cases are from Asia and that may be a limitation of this study; however, so far to the best of our knowledge, there is no report of any ethnic differences in the pathogenesis of COVID‐19.

In conclusion, the results of this study indicate that pre‐existing COPD is likely to worsen the progression and prognosis of COVID‐19. Strong efforts should be directed to ovoid infection in patients with underlying COPD.
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